EDUCATION

CDS & TA WRITTEN
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

3) Office Boy - 02
2) Security Guard (Civil/Ex-man) - 25
7 Security Persons - 15 Nos.
1. English Male/Female - 1

Morning - Afternoon
Pick-N-Drop Service (Free)

Gurgaon. Brother and father both
Brahman Boy (Manglik) Ht. 5'.11” July
Alliance invited for Sandeep a Dogra
JEEWAN LAL
KULDEEP JI
PROF. NIRMAL SINGH
Secretary YSDK Jammu

WAVE, THE CAREER SOLUTION
MATRIMONIAL

Sneha @ 9086180332
Mart, Jammu

— Network Marketing/ MLM

EX-Tech. Officer, University of Jammu
Data Entry Operators

Contact: 9419323149
S D Financial Consultants

Note-Raw material provided by company.
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1) Double Storey House Built in 16 Marla at
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